Press release – January 27 2011

Zodiac Aerospace new In-Flight Entertainment selected by
Corsairfly (TUI Group) for its Airbus and Boeing aircraft
Plaisir, January 27, 2011 - Zodiac Aerospace is pleased to announce that Corsairfly has confirmed
the selection of the Zodiac Aerospace SiT Inflight Entertainment system (IFE) for its Airbus A330
and Boeing 747 aircraft. Both linefit and retrofit aircrafts are part of the contract, making the SiT
system a new alternative to the current IFE offering on new A330/340.
The SiT offers the passengers a modern IFE offer (Audio/Video on Demand, Games, Connection to
any Moving Map…), while offering the airlines a wholly new "simplified architecture" yielding
reduction of the overall IFE system weight, lowering ownership cost and limiting integration costs,
and dramatically improving system reliability, assuring high system availability for passengers.
For both its linefit and retrofit aircraft Corsairfly also selected Zodiac Aerospace to provide seats
(Sicma Aero Seats) and galleys (Sell).

About Corsairfly
Second French airline specialist and regular long-haul international Corsairfly operates a fleet of six Boeing 747-400 and two Airbus A330200. In 2009, the subsidiary company Nouvelles Frontieres group has carried two million passengers. Corsair has been operating for five
metropolitan airports (Paris Orly Sud (Hub), Marseilles, Lyon, Nantes and Toulouse) to the West Indies, Reunion, Mauritius, Mayotte,
Madagascar, Dominican Republic, Canada and Senegal.
Since June 11, 2010, serves Corsairfly Miami (USA) twice a week from Orly South.
In March 2010, the company launched TAKEOFF 2012, an ambitious business plan over two years. It aims to give the company a powerful
network, new appliances, new modern cabins, more comfortable, while offering new services for passengers.
For more information: www.corsairfly.com
About SiT by Zodiac Aerospace
The SiT by Zodiac Aerospace is a new IFE platform providing main IFE functions such as Audio/Video on Demand (AVOD), Games and
connection to any Moving Map with a simple architecture which leads to a lighter and more reliable IFE System. As the main difference to
current IFE Systems, SiT is based on stand-alone Media Players, which do not need any servers for content streaming. An aircraft network
interface is only necessary for the Passengers Services System (PSS), safety functions and additional streaming applications like Landscape
Camera. Passenger touch screen displays range in size from 8 inch to 15 inch.
The SiT offers a wholly new "simplified architecture" yielding reduction of the overall IFE system weight, of approximately 40%, lowering
ownership cost, limiting integration costs, and dramatically improving system reliability, by precluding system wide failures and rebooting
so currently common.
SiT also eases installation while using available and fully mature and tested information technologies. This innovative system design will
optimize maintenance operations by allowing simple and rapid tasks that lower operation costs.
For more information about SiT: Contact.SiT@zodiacaerospace.com
About Zodiac Aerospace
Zodiac Aerospace is a world leader in aerospace equipment and systems, intended for commercial, regional, and business aircrafts, as well
as helicopters and space. Zodiac Aerospace has 20,000 employees worldwide and generated revenues of € 2.15 billion in 2009/2010,
through its three business segments: Aerosafety & Technology, Aircraft Systems and Cabin Interiors. In the field of Cabin Interiors, Zodiac
Aerospace is proposing comprehensive floor to floor solutions, including Water & Waste systems, Cabin Systems, Galleys and Trolleys,
Galley Inserts, Overhead bins, Seats and IFE.
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